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Laura Marlin Mysteries Kentucky Thriller Book 3
Eleven-year-old ace detective Laura Marlin finds herself deep in the murky world of race-fixing, trickery
and horse thieves in her third mystery adventure, from award-winning author Lauren St John. Laura
Marlin's two greatest loves in life are detective novels and animals, so she is ecstatic when her uncle
agrees to let her keep a horse after they rescue it, crazed with fear, from an overturned horsebox. But he
has a condition. Before he will allow her to adopt it they have to find its former owner, just to ensure
that it hasn't been stolen. A visit to Newmarket to investigate the thoroughbred's origins leads Laura to
the Kentucky Derby in the US and deep into the murky world of race-fixing.
Eleven-year-old ace detective Laura Marlin finds herself deep in the murky world of race-fixing, trickery
and horse thieves in her third mystery adventure, from award-winning author Lauren St John. Laura
Marlin's two greatest loves in life are detective novels and animals, so she is ecstatic when her uncle
agrees to let her keep a horse after they rescue it from an overturned horsebox. But he has a condition.
Before he will allow her to adopt it they have to find its former owner, just to ensure that it hasn't been
stolen. A visit to Newmarket to investigate the thoroughbred's origins leads Laura to the Kentucky Derby
in the US and deep into the murky world of race-fixing.
Kat Wolfe, Harper Lamb, and their animal sidekicks are back in a new caper as Lauren St. John's Wolfe
and Lamb Mysteries . A suspicious death coincides with the exciting discovery of the fossilized bones of
a 200-million-year-old dinosaur. Kat is on the case, but she's also fending off accusations that one of
her pets is attacking local animals, dealing with a difficult and perhaps dangerous relative, and
wondering about clues she's discovered about a strange local cult. Kat Wolfe Takes the Case is another
high-stakes adventure perfect for mystery and animal lovers!
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Ace detective Laura Marlin returns in another gripping adventure mystery for World Book Day 2014,
from award-winning author, Lauren St John. When a prize-winning essay earns Laura Marlin an
invitation to a midnight picnic on mysterious Bodmin Moor she can hardly wait, especially since her
best friend, Tariq, and husky, Skye, get to come too. But Bodmin is a place steeped in legend and as the
fog descends it becomes hard to separate myth from reality. When a freak accident leaves the children
alone, Laura has to use all her powers of deduction to outwit an enemy who may not even exist.
A deadly political rivalry that ended in two brutal executions...An intricate love triangle that altered the
course of history...A religious revolution that changed the world... THE TREASURE... For two thousand
years, an undiscovered treasure rested in the rocky wilds of the French Pyrenees. A series of scrolls
written in the first century by Mary Magdalene, these startling documents hold the power to redefine the
events and characters of the New Testament. Protected by supernatural forces, the priceless cache can
only be uncovered by a special seeker, one who has been chosen for the task by divine providence - The
Expected One. THE CHOSEN ONE... When journalist Maureen Paschal begins the research for a new
book, she has no idea that she is stepping into an ancient mystery so complex and dangerous that
thousands of people have killed and died for it. As a long buried family scandal comes to light, she can
no longer deny her own role in a deadly drama of epic international consequences.
Book 1
Book 5
Laura Marlin Mysteries: Kentucky Thriller
Four 'Til Late
The Beneath
The Stolen Lady
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The second romantic thriller in the gripping One Dollar
Horse series in which Casey and her horse Storm face the
challenge of the Kentucky Three Day Event. From the prizewinning author of the BLUE PETER BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD,
the second romantic thriller in the gripping One Dollar
Horse equestrian series in which Casey and her horse Storm
face the challenge of the Kentucky Three Day Event. When
Casey Blue's victory at the Badminton Horse Trials earns
her and Storm an invitation to the prestigious Kentucky
Three Day Event, it is a dream come true. But that dream is
about to turn into a nightmare. After her father is
arrested for a crime Casey is convinced he didn't commit,
she finds herself the victim of a vicious blackmailer. To
make matters worse, Storm is behaving like the wild horse
he once was. Faced with losing everything she loves, she
needs the help of her farrier boyfriend, Peter, to win in
Kentucky, one of the most challenging riding competitions
there is. But is he for her or against her?
Pirates, shipwrecks and a hotel run by children?! As three
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kids find out, running a hotel is hard work - especially
when one guest is a sinister stranger…
Melody Logan knew her beautiful mother, Haille, was unhappy
in their hardscrabble mining town.... But with her
wonderful father's unwavering love, Melody always felt safe
-- until a dreadful mine accident ripped her from her
family's moorings. She was still devastated by her father's
death when she left West Virginia with Haille to follow her
mother's dream of becoming a model or actress. But first
they stopped in Cape Cod to visit her father's family at
last. Melody knew only that her grandparents had disowned
their son when he married Haille -- just because she was an
orphan, her mother said. Yet moments after Melody first
laid eyes on dour, Bible-spouting Uncle Jacob, nervous Aunt
Sara, and her cousins -- handsome Cary, whose twin, Laura,
had been killed recently in a sailing accident, and sweet,
deaf little May -- Haille announced that Melody was to live
with them. Sleeping in Laura's old room, Melody was awash
in a sea of grief and confusion, with only her beloved
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fiddle to comfort her. Then Cary revealed the truth he'd
gleaned about her parents -- a sad shocking story that only
puzzled her more. Melody knew nothing of the dark
deceptions that would soon surface...the devastating
betrayals she would face before she glimpsed the faint,
beckoning lights of a safe harbor....
When Scott, Jack and Emily rescue a drowning man from the
waves they are keen to hear his story, but their new friend
can't remember how he came to be stranded at sea! The
friends are instantly on the case - with enthusiastic
assistance from Drift the dog - determined to find the
truth and solve the mystery of the drowning man.
Through generations of a Kentucky bourbon family, this
novel of sisterhood, secrets, regret and absolution “is
rich with drama and family intrigue” (Publishers Weekly).
For the Butler family of Glass Ferry, Kentucky, bourbon has
been a way of life for generations. Beauregard “Honey Bee”
Butler, was known for making some of the best whiskey in
the state. Only one person was entrusted with Honey Bee’s
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secret recipes before he passed on: his daughter Flannery.
But Flannery is harboring other secrets too—about her twin
sister Patsy, older by eight minutes and pretty in a way
Flannery knows she’ll never be. Then, on prom night, Patsy
disappears along with her date. Every succeeding year on
the twins’ birthday, Flannery’s mother bakes a strawberry
cake, convinced that Patsy will finally come home. But it
will be two tumultuous decades until the muddy river yields
a clue about what happened that night, compelling Flannery
to confront the truth about her sleepy town, her family’s
past, and the choices she and those closest to her have
made in the name of love.
Kentucky Thriller and Rendezvous in Russia
Love, Theodosia
Sinking Down
A Novel of World War II and the Mona Lisa
A novel
Kentucky Thriller
From the acclaimed author of The Night Portrait comes a stunning historical novel about two women,
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separated by five hundred years, who each hide Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa—with unintended
consequences. France, 1939 At the dawn of World War II, Anne Guichard, a young archivist employed at
the Louvre, arrives home to find her brother missing. While she works to discover his whereabouts,
refugees begin flooding into Paris and German artillery fire rattles the city. Once they reach the city, the
Nazis will stop at nothing to get their hands on the Louvre’s art collection. Anne is quickly sent to the
Castle of Chambord, where the Louvre’s most precious artworks—including the Mona Lisa—are being
transferred to ensure their safety. With the Germans hard on their heels, Anne frantically moves the
Mona Lisa and other treasures again and again in an elaborate game of hide and seek. As the threat to the
masterpieces and her life grows closer, Anne also begins to learn the truth about her brother and the role
he plays in this dangerous game. Florence, 1479 House servant Bellina Sardi’s future seems fixed when
she accompanies her newly married mistress, Lisa Gherardini, to her home across the Arno. Lisa’s
husband, a prosperous silk merchant, is aligned with the powerful Medici, his home filled with luxuries
and treasures. But soon, Bellina finds herself bewitched by a charismatic monk who has urged Florentines
to rise up against the Medici and to empty their homes of the riches and jewels her new employer prizes.
When Master Leonardo da Vinci is commissioned to paint a portrait of Lisa, Bellina finds herself tasked
with hiding an impossible secret. When art and war collide, Leonardo da Vinci, his beautiful subject Lisa,
and the portrait find themselves in the crosshairs of history.
Laura cannot contain her excitement when she wins a trip to the Caribbean for herself and her uncle,
Calvin Redfern, especially when her best friend, Tariq, and her three-legged husky, Skye, accidentally
find themselves on board too. But when they dock at Antigua, they discover that Calvin Redfern has
vanished, and Laura and Tariq are about to be kidnapped by the fearsome Straight A gang. Dramatic
escapes, an erupting volcano and a race against time to stop the deadly undercover 'Marine Concern'
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make Laura's second adventure every bit as exciting as the first.
Melody Logan was as alone as a solitary gull, with only the wild Atlantic wind to lift her spirits.... When
Melody Logan's mother died in a car accident, Melody lost the last shred of family she had ever known.
She was practically a stranger to the Logans, her wealthy relatives on Cape Cod, where she now drifted on
a sea of dark secrets. In the eyes of gentle Aunt Sara, Melody was a replacement for her dead daughter,
while for Uncle Jacob she was a reminder of the family's shameful past. Only good-hearted Cary seemed
to care, and since it was revealed that she and Cary weren't truly cousins, the affection that had always
surged between them now crested in thrilling waves. But Melody knew she could never truly echo Cary's
loving promises until she discovered her own buried identity. Despite Grandma Olivia's daggerlike
threats, Melody sought out Belinda, a mysterious, half-crazy woman who was her real grandmother.
Belinda gave Melody hope -- and a glimmer of the pearls of truth she knew were hidden in the shifting
Cape Cod sands. Somehow, someday, the story of her past would be her hard-won treasure, to be savored
in a world of sunshine and happiness...where she truly belonged.
Join brave Kat Wolfe and her animal sidekicks in this first mysterious adventure filled with friendship,
freedom and a fierce wild cat! Kat Wolfe loves her new home in idyllic Bluebell Bay, especially as it
comes with a resident wildcat. But when she starts pet-sitting for pocket money, she finds that beneath
the town's perfect surface lie some dark and dangerous secrets . . . After a pet owner vanishes from his
clifftop mansion, Kat turns to her new friend, Harper Lamb, for help. What began as mystery-solving
holiday fun quickly turns deadly for Wolfe and Lamb. Can they count on their unruly animals to save
their lives? Kat Wolfe Investigates is the first in a compelling middle-grade mystery series from
bestselling author Lauren St John. Continue the adventures in Kat Wolfe Takes the Case.
Salisbury, 1226 A young pregnant woman is found tangled in reeds in the river Avon, her identity a
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mystery. Grieving widow Ela Longespée is determined to succeed her husband as sheriff of Salisbury,
and quickly takes charge of the investigation. She soon finds herself in the thick of a neighborhood
scandal and a struggle to maintain her authority. With multiple suspects, can she identify the true killer?
The Ela of Salisbury Medieval Mystery Series This series features a real historical figure—the
formidable Ela Longespée. The young Countess of Salisbury was chosen to marry King Henry II’s
illegitimate son William. After her husband’s untimely death, Ela served as High Sheriff of Wiltshire,
castellan of Salisbury Castle, and ultimately founder and abbess of Lacock Abbey. The Ela of Salisbury
Medieval Mystery series: Book 1: Cathedral of Bones Book 2: Breach of Faith Book 3: The Lost Child
Book 4: Forest of Souls Book 5: The Bone Chess Set Book 6: Cloister of Whispers Coming 2022: Book
7: Palace of Thorns
Book 8
Catch Your Death (Ruby Redfort, Book 3)
2in1 Omnibus of books 3 and 4
World Book Day 2014
The Midnight Picnic
Kat Wolfe on Thin Ice
Am I Weird or Is This Normal? is for every girl who has ever wondered whether all the stuff
that's happening to her body, feelings, and relationships is normal -- and who's seeking the
411 that will get her in step with life. Am I Weird or Is This Normal? is like being a part of a
private conversation where you get answers and advice about all the stuff that's on your mind.
Everyone feels strange, embarrassed, and just plain weird at times. It's just that no one likes to
talk about it. Except for Dr. Marlin, a psychologist specializing in teens, and Laura, her teenage
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daughter who has been in the trenches dealing with boys, school, her parents' divorce, and
friends. This dynamic duo give the lowdown on everything so that you can handle all the sticky
situations that crop up on the way to womanhood. By giving you a look into other girls'
experiences, Am I Weird or Is This Normal? will walk you through the options you have when
you're: Uncertain about dating and sex Faced with alcohol and other drugs Feeling jealous
Fighting with your friends and family Smack in the middle of life's other awkward moments With
uplifting mantras you can pull out whenever you need them, Dr. Marlin and Laura help you -and those who love you -- get through life by seeing that weird is normal.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · A thrilling tale of secretaries turned spies, of love and
duty, and of sacrifice—inspired by the true story of the CIA plot to infiltrate the hearts and
minds of Soviet Russia, not with propaganda, but with the greatest love story of the twentieth
century: Doctor Zhivago · A HELLO SUNSHINE x REESE WITHERSPOON BOOK CLUB
PICK At the height of the Cold War, Irina, a young Russian-American secretary, is plucked
from the CIA typing pool and given the assignment of a lifetime. Her mission: to help smuggle
Doctor Zhivago into the USSR, where it is banned, and enable Boris Pasternak’s magnum
opus to make its way into print around the world. Mentoring Irina is the glamorous Sally
Forrester: a seasoned spy who has honed her gift for deceit, using her magnetism and charm
to pry secrets out of powerful men. Under Sally’s tutelage, Irina learns how to invisibly ferry
classified documents—and discovers deeply buried truths about herself. The Secrets We Kept
combines a legendary literary love story—the decades-long affair between Pasternak and his
mistress and muse, Olga Ivinskaya, who inspired Zhivago’s heroine, Lara—with a narrative
about two women empowered to lead lives of extraordinary intrigue and risk. Told with soaring
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emotional intensity and captivating historical detail, this is an unforgettable debut: a celebration
of the powerful belief that a work of art can change the world.
Ruby Redfort: Undercover agent, code-cracker and thirteen-year-old genius – there’s nothing
average about her. Only this time it’s an adventure in the wild, and it’ll take all Ruby’s got just
to survive...
Teenage eventing star Casey Blue has it all - fame, her champion horse Storm and a boyfriend
who loves her. Then Kyle West walks into her life. The country's hottest equestrian coach is
also drop dead gorgeous and Casey knows right away that she's in trouble. But who is Kyle
and why are there so many unanswered questions about his past? And what is his connection
to Anna Sparks, Casey's old rival? As the Burghley Horse Trials approaches, it becomes clear
that what is at stake is not just the Grand Slam but Casey's life. The concluding novel of The
One Dollar Horse trilogy by prize-winning author, Lauren St John.
Kentucky ThrillerOrion Children's Books
The Secret of the Sealed Room
The Expected One
Dolphin Song
Kat Wolfe Takes the Case
Race the Wind
Kidnap in the Caribbean

A Romeo & Juliet tale for Hamilton! fans. In post-American Revolution New York
City, Theodosia Burr, a scholar with the skills of a socialite, is all about charming
the right people on behalf of her father—Senator Aaron Burr, who is determined to
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win the office of president in the pivotal election of 1800. Meanwhile, Philip
Hamilton, the rakish son of Alexander Hamilton, is all about being charming on
behalf of his libido. When the two first meet, it seems the ongoing feud between
their politically opposed fathers may be hereditary. But soon, Theodosia and
Philip must choose between love and family, desire and loyalty, and preserving
the legacy their flawed fathers fought for or creating their own. Love, Theodosia
is a smart, funny, swoony take on a fiercely intelligent woman with feminist ideas
ahead of her time who has long-deserved center stage. A refreshing spin on the
Hamiltonian era and the characters we have grown to know and love. It’s also a
heartbreaking romance of two star-crossed lovers, an achingly bittersweet “what
if.” Despite their fathers’ bitter rivalry, Theodosia and Philip are drawn to each
other and, in what unrolls like a Jane Austen novel of manners, we find ourselves
entangled in the world of Hamilton and Burr once again as these heirs of famous
enemies are driven together despite every reason not to be.
The second exciting adventure in the dramatic Legend of the Animal Healer
series! Martine is just getting used to her new life on the game reserve with her
grandmother and the white giraffe, Jemmy, when she must go away. Her class is
going on a trip?an ocean voyage to watch the sardine run, a spectacular natural
phenomenon off the coast of South Africa. But the exciting adventure takes a
dramatic turn when Martine and several of her classmates are thrown overboard
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into shark-infested waters! They are saved by a pod of dolphins and end up
marooned on a deserted island. Now the castaways must learn to work together,
not only to survive but to help the dolphins who are now in peril.
Eleven-year-old ace detective Laura Marlin is back for her next exciting adventure
in the fifth mystery from award-winning author Lauren St John. When orphaned
Laura Marlin moved from a children's home to live with her uncle in Cornwall, she
longed for a life of excitement, just like the characters in her favourite detective
novels. Having now unravelled mysteries across the world from Cornwall to the
Caribbean and Kentucky to St Petersburg, she got more than she ever bargained
for. And now she is ready to take on her next challenge: to uncover the Secret of
Supernatural Creek.
The long-awaited new novel from Sue Ransom is a dark and sinister novel for
12+ readers. Imagine meeting someone from a community living far below the
streets of London, someone who's never seen daylight or breathed fresh air.
Someone who's got a secret, and a story, and a plan that will put you and the boy
you love in terrible danger...It's an ordinary school day but Lily is about to step
into a nightmare. How can Lily trust the girl she rescues from the Tube tunnel?
It's only when Lily finds herself in the labyrinth beneath London that she learns
the horrific truth - about the Farmer, the Crop, and about herself...
Maths-whizz Alice has already solved a mystery or two. Persuaded by wannabe
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sidekick Sammy to investigate a scientist's disappearance, she's soon entangled
in her trickiest case yet. Dr Learner is reputed to have invented an invisibility
suit, but is whacky science really to blame for his vanishing? With the unlikely
help of erstwhile nemesis Kevin, Alice solves the puzzle - only to face another.
Should she reveal the truth, or protect her most devoted friend?
Guests on Earth
The Glory
A Mystery of Young Benjamin Franklin
(One Dollar Horse book 2)
Dead Man's Cove
The Secret of Supernatural Creek

A thriller set in the equestrian world about making the impossible possible, about
reaching the top on a one dollar horse. Fifteen year old Casey Blue lives in East
London's grimmest tower block and volunteers at a local riding school, but her dream is
to win the world's greatest Three Day Event: the Badminton Horse Trials. When she
rescues a starving, half-wild horse, she's convinced that the impossible can be made
possible. But she has reckoned without the consequences of her father's criminal record,
or the distraction of a boy with melty, dark eyes, with whom she refuses to fall in love.
Casey learns the hard way that no matter how high you jump, or how fast you gallop,
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you can never outrun the past. A real life thriller that delves into the competitive and
elite equestrian world from the 2011 BLUE PETER BOOK OF THE YEAR awardwinning author.
The Wolfe Pet Sitting Agency returns to unravel another mystery—and this time, it's a
slippery slope for our heroes and their newfound husky-dog sidekicks! Kat Wolfe on
Thin Ice is the third book in the middle-grade series about animals and friendship from
award-winning author Lauren St John. Best friends Kat Wolfe and Harper Lamb can’t
wait to travel from England’s Bluebell Bay to New York’s Adirondacks for a fall
vacation with their parents. But misadventure plagues them from the start, leaving them
in the wrong place at the wrong time. Alone! As the weather turns wild, Kat discovers
she may have been the last person to cross paths with a girl who is a star witness in a
criminal trial making headlines across the country. When the witness vanishes, Kat and
Harper race to piece together the clues that might save her from a notorious gang. Soon
they’re targets too. With an early snowstorm moving in and no way out, detectives Wolfe
& Lamb will need all their wits, skills, and the help of some wayward animals, if they’re
to survive.
Number Six—when John meets her in I Am Number Four she’s strong, powerful, and
ready to fight. But who is she? Where has she been living? How has she been training?
When did she develop her legacies? And how does she know so much about the
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Mogadorians? In I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Six’s Legacy, discover the story
behind Six. Before Paradise, Ohio, before John Smith, Six was traveling through West
Texas with her Cêpan, Katarina. What happened there would change Six forever….
2-in-1 edition of the first two stories in the BLUE PETER AWARD-winning mystery
adventure series about11-year-old ace detective, Laura Marlin. BLUE PETER AWARDwinning DEAD MAN'S COVE is the first in a new detective adventure series from the
author of the much-loved White Giraffe series. Orphaned Laura is sent to live with her
uncle in Cornwall, convinced that a life of adventure is hers at last - and everywhere she
turns she's confronted with mysteries. Is Tariq, the shopkeeper's silent son, a friend or
an enemy? Why does her uncle seem intent on erasing his own past? And why is
everyone so afraid of Dead Man's Cove? And in KIDNAP IN THE CARIBBEAN Laura
Marlin has no idea that her dream holiday to the Caribbean might cost her and everyone
she loves their lives, as they come face to face with pirates, a volcano and hungry
sharks.
“Reading Lee Smith ranks among the great pleasures of American fiction . . . Gives
evidence again of the grace and insight that distinguish her work.” —Robert Stone,
author of Death of the Black-Haired Girl It’s 1936 when orphaned thirteen-year-old
Evalina Toussaint is admitted to Highland Hospital, a mental institution in Asheville,
North Carolina, known for its innovative treatments for nervous disorders and
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addictions. Taken under the wing of the hospital’s most notable patient, Zelda
Fitzgerald, Evalina witnesses cascading events that lead up to the tragic fire of 1948
that killed nine women in a locked ward, Zelda among them. Author Lee Smith has
created, through a seamless blending of fiction and fact, a mesmerizing novel about a
world apart--in which art and madness are luminously intertwined.
Alice Jones: The Impossible Clue
Fire Storm
The White Giraffe
A Novel of Theodosia Burr and Philip Hamilton
Heart Song
Book 3
2-in-1 edition of the first two stories in the BLUE PETER AWARD-winning
mystery adventure series about 11-year-old ace detective, Laura
Marlin. In KENTUCKY THRILLER, Laura is ecstatic when her uncle agrees
to let her keep a horse after they rescue it from an overturned
horsebox. But he has one condition - before he will allow her to adopt it
they have to find its former owner, just to ensure that it hasn't been
stolen. A visit to Newmarket to investigate the thoroughbred's origins
leads Laura to the Kentucky Derby in the US and deep into the murky
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world of race-fixing. And in RENDEZVOUS IN RUSSIA, Laura, Skye and
Tariq are whirled into a breathtaking mystery adventure when they join
the film crew on the set of THE ARISTOCRATIC THIEF about an art heist
that could never be pulled off in real life. Or could it? Adventure and
drama just seem to find Laura even when she's not looking for it.
When Laura Marlin finds a thoroughbred worth $75 million in the
middle of the road, she quickly tracks down the horse’s owners, the
Wainrights. As a gesture of their gratitude, the Wainrights invite Laura,
her uncle Calvin, her friend Tariq, and her dog Skye to Fleet Farm, their
Kentucky ranch. Things on the idyllic Fleet Farm are not as they seem,
however, and when strange events begin to occur, Laura resolves to
unravel a mystery in which a significant amount of money is at stake
and dangers lie around every corner. This latest pulse-pounding Laura
Marlin novel will grip young readers.
The third book in the heart-warming White Giraffe series by Lauren St
John, featuring the African adventures of Martine and her magical white
giraffe. After a terrifying incident nearly ends their African road trip,
Martine and Ben are determined to put it behind them. But in
Zimbabwe's Matobo Hills, a blackmail plot unleashes a chain of
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dangerous events. Why do all clues point to Khan, the world's rarest
leopard? And what does a king's lost treasure have to do with it? As the
line between myth and truth blurs, wildlife detectives Martine and Ben
must race against time to save the leopard . . . and themselves.
A Girl on the Run from the Law Alexandra Blakewood has everything
any teenager could wish for, apart from the horse she'd love, but she
won't stop getting into trouble. Sent to a US boot camp, she dreams of
escaping. It seems impossible until she's told about a gruelling 1,200
mile horse race across the American West... A Boy on a Mission to Save
a Life Will Greyton was the star student at his Tennessee high school
until his father was laid off. Now Will works at a burger joint. When his
dad falls ill, it seems things can't get any worse. An operation will save
him, but there's no way to pay for it. Then Will hears about The Glory, a
deadly endurance race with a $250,000 purse, open to any rider daring
enough to attempt it...
Winner of the 2011 Blue Peter Book of the Year Award, DEAD MAN'S
COVE is the first book in a gripping adventure series about eleven-yearold ace detective, Laura Marlin, from award-winning author Lauren St
John. When orphaned Laura Marlin moves from a children's home to
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live with her uncle in Cornwall, she longs for a life of excitement just
like the characters in her favourite detective novels. A real life
adventure is on hand as she is deposited at her uncle's spooky house .
. . Why does her uncle, Calvin Redfern, forbid her to go to Dead Man's
Cove? What's the truth about Tariq, the silent Indian boy who lives with
the flamboyant Mukthars? Who is J? Who has left the message in a
bottle for Laura to discover? Mysteries abound and who better to solve
them than Laura Marlin, ace detective? Accompanied by her trusty
companion, Skye, a three-legged husky, the dog she's always wanted,
Laura's adventures begin in this first captivating mystery.
Midnight Pirates
Kat Wolfe Investigates
Cathedral of Bones
The White Giraffe Series: The Last Leopard
Dead Man's Cove and Kidnap in the Caribbean
A Novel
Join Martine and her magical giraffe, Jemmy, for four heart-warming adventures set in
Africa. Martine will discover her unique destiny as the child who can ride the white
giraffe, rescue beached dolphins in the islands of Mozambique, race against time to save
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the world's rarest leopard and uncover a terrible plot in the Namibian desert. This
collection includes: The White Giraffe Dolphin Song The Last Leopard The Elephant's
Tale
In Four 'til Late, amateur ghost hunter Brett and his friends Gonzo, Jimbo, and Liz are
on a road trip with dangerous detours, dreadful dreams and dire warnings. But that won't
keep them from reaching their goal: New Orleans. Along the way they discover that some
spirits leave you with more than a hangover and regrets. Can they get there in one piece,
or will they be stopped and rest in peace? The bags are packed, the engine's running.
Turn up the radio and get moving because the road ghosts are waiting, and it's Four 'til
Late. Four 'til Late is the first book of the Road Ghosts Trilogy.
We commonly think of marriage as a private matter between two people, a personal
expression of love and commitment. In this pioneering history, Nancy F. Cott
demonstrates that marriage is and always has been a public institution. From the
founding of the United States to the present day, imperatives about the necessity of
marriage and its proper form have been deeply embedded in national policy, law, and
political rhetoric. Legislators and judges have envisioned and enforced their preferred
model of consensual, lifelong monogamy--a model derived from Christian tenets and the
English common law that posits the husband as provider and the wife as dependent. In
early confrontations with Native Americans, emancipated slaves, Mormon polygamists,
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and immigrant spouses, through the invention of the New Deal, federal income tax, and
welfare programs, the federal government consistently influenced the shape of marriages.
And even the immense social and legal changes of the last third of the twentieth century
have not unraveled official reliance on marriage as a "pillar of the state." By excluding
some kinds of marriages and encouraging others, marital policies have helped to sculpt
the nation's citizenry, as well as its moral and social standards, and have directly affected
national understandings of gender roles and racial difference. Public Vows is a panoramic
view of marriage's political history, revealing the national government's profound role in
our most private of choices. No one who reads this book will think of marriage in the
same way again.
The play’s the thing . . . To the outside world, Tom Pryne is an orphan traveling
Elizabethan England with his uncle’s theater troupe. In actuality, “Tom” is Viola, in
disguise because her parents’ Catholic sympathies have put them at odds with the
Crown and forced them into hiding. When the troupe arrives in the sleepy little town of
Stratford-on-Avon, Viola’s uncle is arrested for murder, and she joins forces with an
irksome local boy, named Will Shakespeare, with an active imagination, a penchant for
trouble, and a smart turn of phrase, to uncover the real culprit. A perfect blend of humor,
drama, and adventure and a rich evocation of 16th-century England inform this fresh and
original historical mystery that introduces an appealing pair of amateur sleuths.
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The first book in the heart-warming White Giraffe series by Lauren St John, featuring the
African adventures of Martine and her magical white giraffe. When tragedy strikes on a
winter's night in England, Martine is sent to live with her grandmother on a game reserve
in South Africa. Her wild, beautiful new home is riddled with secrets, but lonely Martine
finds comfort in the legend of a white giraffe and in mysterious Grace, who believes
Martine has a powerful gift. Defying her grandmother by entering the reserve alone,
Martine is plunged into a world of danger, mystery and adventure. Who can she trust?
And how far will she go to save the only friend she has ever known?
Am I Weird Or Is This Normal?
The Mystery of the Drowning Man
Advice and Info To Get Teens in the Know
The Secrets We Kept
An Ela of Salisbury Medieval Mystery
A Wolfe & Lamb Mystery
Poor Little Ghoul Paranormal investigators Brett and Liz find themselves back in over their heads when
a forest hunt for a roadkill-eating creature offers up a little surprise. Back home with their ghoulish
house guest, it becomes clear there's more to this investigation than either of them thought. Worse than
that, Brett's own fate is linked to the little ghoul's. So it's back out on the road, with plenty of time for pit
stops with a greedy ex, a convention of ghost hunters, partying with fake vampires, and even drinking
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and fighting alongside good ole Uncle Gonzo. But as the investigation goes deeper, and unseen
connections come to light, Brett finds there's much more at stake than getting through a rough patch with
Liz. A rescue mission. A race for a cure. New friends and old adversaries. Unbreakable bonds and
supernatural danger. It's going to be a wild ride. Can the friends save the nearly undead tween? Can she
and Brett stop themselves from ...Sinking Down? Sinking Down is the 2nd Book in the Road Ghosts
Trilogy!
Melody
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Six's Legacy
The White Giraffe Series: 4-book EBook Collection
The One Dollar Horse
Public Vows
2in1 Omnibus of books 1 and 2
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